We present our observations of the longitudinal bunch dynamics in Tevatron for uncoalesced proton bunches at 150 GeV and coalesced proton bunches at 150 GeV and 980 GeV. We have observed long-term (>I5 minutes) coherent oscillations of uncoalesced protons that preserve already existing oscillations from upstream accelerators. A single-bunch instability in large intensity protons hunches at 980 GeV has also been observed.
coherent oscillations of uncoalesced protons that preserve already existing oscillations from upstream accelerators. A single-bunch instability in large intensity protons hunches at 980 GeV has also been observed. Figure  1 illustrates the synchrotron oscillations of 3 bunches of uncoalesced protons over time at 150 GeV. We refer to this phenomenon as "dancing bunches" [I]. Figure 2 shows a typical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of a typical bunch in an uncoalesced train. The sharp peak corresponds to a dipole oscillation at the synchrotron frequency of 86 Hz. There are no visible correlations in the amplitude or phase of the individual bunch oscillations (see Figure 3) . Nevertheless, a weak coupling of the bunches probably exists since there is a slow amplitude modulation of the oscillations, as seen in Figure  I . The second, broader peak in Figure 2 with frequency ahout 260 Hz is not fully understood. We do know that this motion is coupled among all the bunches; Figure 4 shows the amplirude of this higher frequency oscillation is essentially the same for all bunches over the measurement period. In addition, the bunches oscillate in phase at this higher frequency, and this frequency actually decreases slowly over time. We believe this motion may be a driven oscillation, but the source of the driving force has not heen identified. One can also see in Figure 5 how coalesced protons can oscillate.
UNCOALESCED PROTONS AT 150 GEV
These oscillations are remnants of the coalescing process, and they can persist for minutes in the Tevatron like the dancing uncoalesced bunches. Figure 8 depicts the longitudinal phase space distribution of the bunch shown in Figure 5 : the distribution was reconstructed with longitudinal tomography code from CERN [5]'. The oscillating peaks seen in Figure 5 are also evident in Figure 8 as the off-center "hot spots" in the Although the code can handle space charge effect, this option wm fumed off far the remnstmctions wesented hers. phase space distribution. An active, wideband longitudinal damper system [6] helps reduce these proton oscillations; the damper system is enabled only after all 36 proton bunches are injected.
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